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March issue of Sabrina, and time is also marching on to Golden Gate Nationals. By the time you read this the
gathering will be a year away. Hard to believe that Maselspoort nationals are already a year old. Don't be
fooled, a year flies by, especially for those of you in the process of a complete rebuild. I never seem to avoid a
last minute rush to get a new project ready for Nationals. This time I have promised myself that my TR6 will
be on the road by mid December thereby giving me four months for final development and hopefully a
completed car for Golden Gate. I urge you all to begin motivating your fellow members to attend the National
gathering. More often than not the old saying "the more the merrier" rings true. The venue is ideally situated
for Jo’burg, Pretoria, KwaZulu-Natal and Bloemfontein. A bit more of a pedal for Border and Port Elizabeth
and quite a slog for Garden Route and Cape Town. Nevertheless Cape Town always make an effort and the
stalwarts keep arriving. Maybe Cape Centre should get double points for every member attending!!

We continue to enjoy Sabrina, thanks to our editor Helen Flynn. This publication does not just happen at the
press of a button. Just because Helen is the editor certainly does not mean that she should be responsible
for all the content. This is an age old problem and we need to "think out the box" for a solution. A possible
solution, or at least part solution, could be that each Centre in rotation supplies an article or two for Helen to
publish. These articles can be very general and really do not have to be car or club related. Absolutely
anything that might be considered to be of reading interest. Holiday experience, recipes, "publishable" jokes,
technical items etc. etc. Virtually anything goes.
I am going to suggest the rotation is in alphabetical order starting with Bloemfontein Centre coming forward
with an article or two for June issue of Sabrina,
followed by Border Centre for September issue. Cape Centre will do duty for December Sabrina and Garden
Route Centre for March 2020 / Nationals issue. Unless there are street marches in protest of this suggestion
we look forward to your respective participation.
News from the Centres around the country is that all is well and activities arranged are being supported. Most
centres continue to interact with other car clubs on selected occasions. We need to commend our Centre
Chairs and their committees for the invaluable job they are doing for our club and our Triumphs.
Please support the Sabrina initiative as the publication remains an important part of the TSCC of
South Africa's heartbeat.
Until our winter issue cheers for now.
God Bless.
Your Chairman
Geoff
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I must say having just read Geoff’s Chairman’s Chat, I sometimes wish Sabrina could just happen at the
touch of a button…….
Some months I naively get up and think, “well I’ll just do this months Sabrina today and finish it.” Then I find
myself still slogging it out weeks later, simply because ideas pop into my head as I am working, and then
somebody else sends me something, that I think is more important than what I have just put into the edition,
so I add that into the mix because it looks like a better idea…….. Not that I am complaining, I really enjoy
putting the issues together, and then when I’m almost done, I change my mind about the front cover, and 2
or 3 covers later, things come together for me and eventually I am happy………..
So finally the editions make it off the cutting room floor and at the push of a button Sabrina does appear on
your Triumph Club web site……….and hopefully it’s smiles all around.
Now lets get down to the business of this months issue. First off: Dave vd Westhuizen—KZN Chairman sent
me the e-mail about a re-union gathering, so to speak, at the Green Lantern Inn, in Harrismith. I have just
repeated the e-mails as he sent them, together with the info that Rene de Villiers sent me about the history of
the whole affair. So comments please to your Regions Chairman or Dave, and lets see what we can put
together for those that are interested. (Pages 5—8)
Secondly: Thank you to this months contributors for your articles. Is the TR7 cheap? Or is it affordable? You
decide. Why would you buy a TR7, for resale/profit? Or just to have fun driving around in a sports car?
The other article that I have published was sent to me with the provisory note:
“I thought the attached was quite funny but the previous editor declined to publish it. The editor felt it may
offend. If you feel the same, can it by all means. It was first published in the 1970’s when the conventions on
being politically correct were not that strict/sensitive.”
I am always up for a challenge, and a comment or two………...so I have published it. It is entitled “Sex and the
Italian Driver.” (pages 17-20)
So don't be offended if you are Italian, and as for the former, well, I am not sure, maybe I’m just having a
“blonde senior moment.” “Eh! Those cars also have back seats, don’t they?”
When you consider the content from your regional centres and before it starts “flooding” in, here is a
suggestion: In the first Christmas issue of Sabrina that I was in charge of Dec 2016, I started a series called
“What’s in Your Garage”, maybe each region could “pick a volunteer” and take some photo’s and send me an
article about that “Volunteer” and what they are busy with in their “Garage” even if they don’t have Triumph,
car, or a garage!

So in closing, at the touch of a button, here is your March 2019 Sabrina. In March 2019 !!!!!

Happy Reading, while the light may or may not be on……………………
Cheers 4 Now
Helen
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Hello Helen !! and Bill !!!,
You have already received this email from Rene and I have telephonically spoken to Bill and Norman re
having a gathering in 2019 to celebrate the creation of the Triumph Club in South Africa at the famous Green
Lantern at a suitable date, starting with a September suggestion. Ps, the TR6 was first released in 1969
which could be an added incentive and we are in-between Nationals this year.
I would think that the Kzn, Pretoria and Johannesburg regions would welcome such a weekend date.
In view of your March Sabrina contributions, you could possibly put out this proposal so that we can gauge
the response. Maybe , interested members could approach their local Chairman who could then liaise with
me so we can get it going. And you could put in the History as given by Rene to spark some interest and
enthusiasm.????
Wat dink jy Mevrou ???
Groete Dave , Regards Dave
******************************************************************************
From: rene de villiers
Subject: RE: Green Latern Hotel.
Hi Everyone,
And especially Dave. And also my thanks to Dave for the suggestion.
The attachment to this email was my contribution to the booklet Bob Pretorius compiled on the Club’s history,
which he had printed for the 2012 National Gathering at Plettenberg Bay.
I compiled this document from minutes and other original documents, so the dates and events quoted are
correct.
The “Green Lantern” meeting(s) is/are referred to on the second page.
I am (tentatively) planning two other possible (separate) personal events around March to June 2019, and
may not be available for any Club event during that time.
But that does not mean the Club cannot plan its own event.
Wishing everyone all the best for 2019.
Rene
PS: I also have my contributions on the histories of the Johannesburg Centre of the Club, and of the Spares
Fund, both of which were included in the booklet Bob Pretorius put together for the 2012 BGM, should anyone be interested.
******************************************************************************
Original E-Mail From: dave@dalgen.co.za
Subject: Green Latern Hotel…………….
Hello Honourable Gents !!
I had a dream !
I think that famous meeting was held about 45 years next year, but I am not sure as I was not involved, but
some of you were there to form the Triumph Club.
I was thinking (if my timing is right!) that we have some kind of gathering to celebrate the occasion ???
Just a thought or dream. Regards Dave December 2018
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Triumph Sports Car Club of SA : Early History : Contributed by René de Villiers
The Club at National Level
With centres of the TR Register active in the main centres of South Africa, Graham Cheetham, who, together
with some enthusiasts, had started the Register in Durban (and who had affiliated it to the TR Register in the
UK) felt that all members of the Register should get together at regular intervals. To this end he proposed
and organised the First National Gathering to be held from 6 to 9 October 1978. The year 1978 has a
special significance as it was the Silver Jubilee of the TR range of sports cars, with the TR2 first being sold
twenty five years earlier in 1953. It was also the twenty five year celebration of the record timed run of just
under 125 miles per hour of a near-standard TR2 on the Jabbeke freeway in Belgium with Ken Richardson at
the wheel. So as to encourage members to attend from all centres, he selected a venue which was
approximately central, namely the Maselspoort holiday resort outside Bloemfontein. We were travelling in a
convoy which included, among others, Campbell and Gloria Miller in their immaculate TR4. Some distance
before Bloemfontein there is a turnoff marked Glen/Maselspoort. Although Graham had said that it was
tarred road all the way this was a dirt road. But not just any old dirt road – it was (and still is) probably the
worst dirt road in the whole of the Free State. Not knowing any better, we took it. Soon we, and Campbell
most of all, were cursing and praying. Cursing the road and praying that there would be no other traffic. We
crawled into Maselspoort, hot, bothered and dusty. As soon as he had unpacked, Campbell was off to town
(on the beautiful tarred road) to have his car put on a hoist, and to have the underside cleaned. And what a
good thing that he did. Records of the time relate how Dr Andrew Swan and Alan Grant had a late start from
Johannesburg. Apparently Andrew had to perform an operation which resulted therein that they left
Johannesburg in their two TR3’s at around midnight. As was standard practice for him at the time, Alan ran
his black TR3 with aero screens. Andrew had a windscreen but no hood. Although it was officially spring the
very rapid drive in open cars in the small hours of the morning was a memorable one. On nearing
Bloemfontein, they first tried the atrocious Glen/Maselspoot dirt road , only to make a u-turn back to the
main tarred road. Road markings at the time left much to be desired, especially if one was freezing in a
speeding TR in the dead of night. On the Cape side of Bloemfontein they realised they had overshot the
turn-off. Back they went, but when they again reached the Glen turnoff another u-turn was called for. They
finally trundled into Maselspoort at just after five o’clock in the morning just as the rest of us started stirring.
At least they were compensated by the sight of some thirty TR’s – more than they had ever seen together in
one place before. On the first evening, a welcoming braai was held. On Saturday the 7 th we showed our cars
at the local Hypermarket, followed by a gymkana at the Brandfort race track and a dinner dance later the
same evening. Sunday was the day of the TR Register’s Concourse, followed by a curry and rice supper, in
turn followed by a film show. Last named consisted of four movies we had borrowed from Darryl Uprichard
from county Durham England. These 16mm films were duly returned to him by surface mail after the event.
As an aside, it is of interest to note that it was as a result of a letter from Darryl published in “Motorsport” in
November 1969 the TR Register was formed in the UK in January 1970. The last sentence in Darryl’s letter
reads as follows: “Personally I find the TR an exciting car with much character. A “TR” Register perhaps?”
Accommodation offered were rooms and rondavels which ranged from R2,50 to R6,50 per day. The
concourse was hotly contested between Campbell Miller’s white TR4 and Roux van der Merwe’s British
Racing Green TR2. Judging of the concourse took place in two stages, with the top 3 or 4 scorers in each
category proceeding to the second stage. We were fortunate to enlist the services of Chris Hofmeyr, a VVC
member resident in Bloemfontein as an independent judge, who made some very complimentary comments
on the standard of the cars as compared to a similar competition he had judged for the MG Car Club some
two years earlier.
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Campbell won by a narrow margin (92,75%) over Roux van der Merwe (91,25%), and added the trophy to his
growing collection. All-in-all 31 TR’s attended, and the following names were recorded in a subsequent issue
of Sabrina: TR2’s: Roux van der Merwe and Tim Robertson. TR3’s and TR3A’s: René de Villiers, Graham
Poynton, Graham Cheetham, Rob Ingleby, Janse Uys, Trevor Hall, John Moore, Geoff Harvey, Ian Johnson,
Richard Gant, Chris Ferreira, Richard Baker, Andrew Swan, Alan Grant, Peter Johnson, and Lourens Erasmus.
TR4’s: Ian Johnson, Campbell Miller, Doug Ward, Nols Pienaar (with son Arnold as a babe-in arms), Gavin
Turner, Tony Harris, Derrick Cowie. TR5/6’s: Mike Weston, Derek Heath, and Peter van der Westhuizen. Neil
Harty and John Bird are also recorded as having attended, apparently as passengers only. The trophy for the
member who had travelled the furthest to attend the National Gathering went to Rob Ingleby from the Cape
Town Centre. In his Chairman’s Chat after the Gathering, John Moore commiserated with Trevor Hall whose
car was extensively damaged on the trip back to Natal. The entire event was an unparalleled success with
the most TR’s ever together in one place in South Africa.
In correspondence with myself, Graham Cheetham, on 22 November 1978, broached the subject of
expanding the TR Register to also include Triumph cars which were not TR’s. With the Register expanding at
a steady rate, he had noticed that owners of Spitfires, Stags, Chicanes, etc were also looking for a home. It
was agreed to take this matter further.
The third Annual General Meeting of the TR Register of SA was scheduled for 24 March 1979, and in view
thereof that most members at the time were in the Durban and Johannesburg areas it was decided to hold it
at the Green Lantern Inn at the top of Van Reenen’s Pass. The all-in cost per couple for the weekend from 23
to 25 March 1979 was R30,00. The weekend was a mix of business and fun – from a gymkana, to bowls.
And, of course, the AGM. Twenty two members were recorded as present at the AGM, at which meeting it
was agreed to form the Triumph Sports Car Club of SA, which was to include the TR Register of SA and any
other registers which may be formed in the future. It is of importance to note that the TR Register of SA was
not disbanded. Club membership fees were increased to R7,00 per year, with R3,00 of that amount going to
local centres. A major item on the agenda was the proposed purchase of new and used TR parts from the
widow of the late Trevor Crozier for between R300 and R400. A list of about 160 line items was tabled,
including 7 side screen frames, 5 windscreens, 4 front over riders, 5 sumps, 2 chassis, 1 engine block, 1
cylinder head, 1 new crankshaft and 4 used crankshafts. This get together, too, was a resounding success. It
is of interest to note that the hamlet of Van Reenen has one of the smallest, if not the very smallest,
consecrated chapels in the world. This very quaint little building can be found at the head of the pass on the
opposite side of the main road to that on the Green Lantern Inn. Another point of great interest is that the
tarred road which runs right outside the Inn is in fact the original road between Johannesburg and Durban.
This is a single carriage road some 5 metres wide, and approximately 2 kilometres of the road still exists. One
or two of the original shops also still stand along this stretch of road. By the end of 1979 (to be precise, on 8
December 1979) Graham Cheetham noted that since John Moore’s resignation, there had been no suitable
candidate for the position of National Chairman in the Durban area, and he suggested that the
Johannesburg Centre Chairman should take on that function.
The fourth Annual General Meeting of the National Club was again held at the Green Lantern Inn over the
weekend 22 to 24 February 1980. Twenty two members were present at the actual AGM. On this occasion,
the all-in cost of accommodation and food had increased to the dizzy height of R18,00 per adult for the
entire weekend. On finances, Graham Cheetham reported that for the year the Club had generated an income of R2391,00 and had incurred expenses of R3055,00. Consequently, the Club had had to dip into
accumulated funds, which left it with net accumulated reserves of R304,00 at year end. At the meeting
Graham reported that the committee of the Club had ceased to function at National level due to general
disinterest form members in the Durban area.
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He accordingly proposed that the activities of the National Committee be transferred to Johannesburg. He
indicated his willingness to remain the editor of Sabrina as well as National Registrar. The meeting duly
appointed Dr Andrew Swan as National Chairman/President, and myself as National Secretary. Many
photographs were taken in the course of both the AGM weekends, and to this day these can be seen in the
pub at the Green Lantern Inn.
During June 1980 it transpired that some members of the Cape Town Centre were under the impression that
membership of the National Register was voluntary or optional. The Centre had also started its own spares
fund activity and there were indications that the Centre felt that it should operate as a separate entity. The
National body felt very strongly that the Club should remain one entity and that splinter groupings should be
avoided at all costs. In the event, no formal approach was received from the Cape Town Centre, and it was
decided to, in need, raise the matter at the upcoming Second National Gathering held from 11 to 12 October
1980 at the Hendrik Verwoerd Dam. Twenty cars and 45 people arrived at the National Gathering which was
held in the midst of the fuel restrictions which applied at the time. Special (illegal!) arrangements had to be
made to uplift fuel along the road, especially on the return trip. It was at this National Gathering where the
famous incident took place which Alan Grant can so eloquently report on. It so happened that two members
of the Free State Provincial Traffic Department arrived whilst we were in the middle of our timed gymkana
event. Any and all events of that nature were strictly taboo at the time, and we could visualise the organisers,
including myself, being arrested on the spot. Some persuasive talk saw said Officials taking part in the
events! It was also at this Gathering where a few Triumphs from Welkom pitched up, notably a purple metallic
and a gold metallic Stag (if memory serves). Both cars were in fine condition, but not what could be
considered of d’Etat quality. The owners were quite put out when they did not walk off with the silverware.
Campbell Miller’s TR4 (again) took top honours and John Roets’ red TR3A with aero screens and wire wheels
took the trophy of most popular car of the day. At the end of another very successful event, the Club
remained intact and proceeded to go from strength to strength in the years that followed.
René de Villiers,
Johannesburg,
9 May 2011.
Bill & Helen at the Green Lantern, many lanterns ago……….
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Here on the Garden Route the first quarter is always a busy time ; what with the George Motor Show and
preparations for the Knysna Motor show; arguably one of the best in South Africa. The logistics behind the
Knysna show are awesome and requires a team of 10 or more to make it happen. We have been allocated
15 displays at the Triumph Stand and at the time of writing most have already been filled. Perhaps we will
find a couple of new members on the day ?
The George show did not see much support from the TSCC but the few were kindly accommodated on the
Garden Route Motor club stand. It was nice to see our farmer member Gordon Waring who drove his TR6 to
the show. New member John Meekes who owns a very neat Chicane was the only other TSCC exhibitor. This
Chicane was owned at one time by Des Burton when he thought that he was a serious collector. Does anyone
know what became of him?
Our new centre has been a little quiet primarily because most are already pretty involved with other Club’s
activities, but hopefully this will change in the second quarter when Nols joins us and competing activities
slow down.
We now have 11 paid up members which is a good start for the first year.
We welcome new members:

Steve and Dale Williams, father and son of George who have more than a few Spitfires. Dale flies overseas most of the time (but not in a Spitfire) while Steve is the principal of a local college – leaving little
time for Triumph activities

John Meekes of Sedgefield who has the lovely Chicane mentioned above. John is an old hand from the
Piston Ring and Sunbeam clubs.

Brian Gibson was a member of the Pretoria centre but, by his own admission was not active there because he lived in Witbank. Brian has just put a beautifully rebuilt TR2 on the road and is well on his
way to completing a TR3A. Since he has more than one other, watch this space. He has not retired; just
doing what he likes best.

Old (but new to our centre) faces include Bram Janssen who is bringing down his Mayflower; Jon Lewis
with a TR3A; Nols who needs no introduction; Gordon Waring with his USA spec TR6; and Heinz Koncki
(Treasurer) who has yet to find a Triumph.
We look forward to the influx of old friends who will be attending the Knysna Motor Show and will arrange a
suitable get together locally.
I am getting regular requests to post cars for sale on the website : http://triumphclubsa.com/index.php/
triumph-trading-post/
Don’t be despondent if your car does not sell- there are a number of dealers in classics here and they are
finding it difficult to move stock. The property market seems to be dead and the Classic market buried! Do
people really think that the General elections in May will make any difference, I wonder?
Website and Facebook
Please allow me to include a short report as the Club Webmaster and Social media” influencer.”
Since publishing SABRINA on the website our daily visitors have grown considerably. In fact we have tripled
the number of visitors. The stats show that these are not only from SA, but from as far afield as USA, China,
Japan, UK, Ireland, Netherlands, Germany and Australia (is that you Daryl?)
At the request of the PE Centre I have created a page for them on the Club website as they have no one to
maintain their website and now await their content: http://triumphclubsa.com/index.php/port-elizabethcentre/
Our Facebook page : www.facebook.com/TriumphSportsCarClubSA is visited regularly and has more than
500
followers; since most of our members don’t use Facebook , this must be good for promoting the
Club to outsiders. The number of visitors to the page is many times greater than that of the website but it is
difficult to keep coming up with new posts. The series that I ran on people who have owned their cars for a
long time was very popular and anyone wishing to post something should let me know.
Cheers
Dennis
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GREETINGS TO ALL TRIUMPH MEMBERS AND FRIENDS IN SOUTH AFRICA
By Debbie van der Westhuizen.
2019 started with a very pleasant noggin at our usual meeting place, The German Club in Westville and
thereafter we had our first run to the T C Robertson Nature Reserve in Scottburgh, a braai, which was really
well supported especially by the South Coast Members. We celebrated with birthday cake from my birthday
and delicious braai meat and salads. A wonderful and relaxing spot under the trees along the Southern
Coastline. What a treat!
Val Bowden and friends enjoying the braai

TTony and Avril Gibbs at the TC Robertson Nature Reserve Braai Run
Andy Le Roux, Fonnie Nortjie and Ron Harris doing the braaing

The members really came out in full for the January Run at TC Robertson Nature Reserve.

Our AGM in February was held at The German club and quite well supported. The committee voted in was
Dave van der Westhuizen as Chairman,
Phillip de Kock as vice Chairman, Charmaine Kerr as secretary, Trish McDonald as Regalia, Rob Lilburn as
Events co-ordinated and myself Deborah van der Westhuizen as Editor of The Last Outpost newsletter,
contributing Editor to Sabrina and Contributing Editor to the Triumph KZN Website. The Chairman’s report
was read which was basically outlining the success of the club, the membership now at 92 members with 66
cars and 4 new members in the year of 2018 which has boosted the support again after losing Darryl and
Rosemary Hurter to emigration.

The March run was to Inthaba View in Drummond for a breakfast and then onto the Drummond Flea Market
where we met up with Brian and Estelle Kelly who run a stand there. It was great to see them and catch up.
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Our Triumph Events calendar has been chosen with many exciting places to visit and we look forward to reporting back on them. One of the events which Dave van der Westhuizen, our chairman has planned is a run
to the Green Lantern in September 2019, where we hope to meet up with members from Pretoria, Johannesburg and Bloemfontein to celebrate the 40th Anniversary of the Triumph Club in South Africa, initiated by
Graham Cheetham a popular and much loved gentleman from Kwazulu-Natal who loved all British Sports
cars, particularly Triumphs. We in KZN have always celebrated a memorial run for all British Sports Cars in
Durban which has without fail gained much support from the other Car marques. This year we hope to have
the same run as well as the run to The Green Lantern to celebrate with those very members who sat around a
table at the Green Lantern with Graham Cheetham to start the Triumph Club SA. We are looking for support
from the other centres and will forward more details later. It will also be a good time to celebrate the 50th
anniversary of the TR6.

We were sad to say goodbye to John Murphy in 2018, a long-time friend of the Triumph Club and brother to
Brenda Murphy and Father to Terry, now a member of the Pretoria Club. His Funeral was very well supported
and the service was a beautiful and fitting send off for John. John and Cynthia had many friends from all over
who attended the Memorial Service. It is always hard to lose a good member and friend

The four new members welcomed into the club are Mannetjies and Sherrel Nortje, brother to Fonnie Nortje
and they bring a Triumph 2000 to the fold and Jan and Anita Sporre, introduced to the club by Rob
Lilburn. They bring with them two TR7’s, one of which is currently being worked on by Jan and should be
ready to introduce to runs fairly shorty. Both vehicles came from Plettenberg Bay.
We also have a new Lady companion that Rob Lilburn has introduced to us, namely Liz who is enthusiastic
about the club and has been very well accepted by the members.
Brian and Linda Hansell had sold their Triumph Stag and bought an Mazda MX5 but very soon the MX5 was
back on the market and a Triumph 1968 blue and cream Herald which was purchased from the former member Len van der Merwe via his brother in Potchefstroom, which means we now have two Triumph Heralds in
the Kwazulu-Natal club.

Ron and Anneke Harris have recently acquired a
1962 red and white Triumph Vitesse from
Badplaas, complete with white upholstery. This car
has made such a welcoming sight as we have up
until now never had a Vitesse in the KZN Club.

We look forward to another year of fun motoring in
our Triumphs and of course preparing for the
National Gathering next year which will be held at
the Golden Gate in The Free State.
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In Pretoria our new year 2019 began with some unfortunate circumstances. Chairman Bill Flynn, was once
again admitted to hospital, this time for a back fusion operation, so he has been out of action for the last 3
months. He is on the road to recovery and doing well, albeit at a slower pace than he is used to…….
Next we had to bid farewell to Nols Pienaar, our longest standing member and the founder of the Pretoria
Club, he and Cathy have relocated to Mossel Bay, and have joined the growing Garden Route Triumph Club.
I am sure when the dust settles and they catch their breath, they will begin to enjoy their new home and
friends. I know at the moment things are very emotional for them, and as we all know any move weather it be
from next door or the next province, it is usually quite a mission and very stressful. Nols sent us some
photo’s of his move.
Leaving Pretoria with
Bram’s Mayflower on
board.
It’s not as black and
white as it seems…..

…...And arriving in Mossel Bay will not be as grey as it seems…….
On a more colourful note, those of us that could, enjoyed a lovely sunny day, as
we had our combined Jo’burg and Pretoria Valentine Run breakfast at Uncle
Tim’s Antique Faire in Benoni. A Lovely pink and white rose was given to each
one of us by Hanelize and Norman.
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WHALE TALES
THE CAPE TOWN TRIUMPH NEWSLETTER
MARCH 2019
CHAIRMAN’S CHAT
I’m pleased that the AGM has come and gone and went off quite pleasantly
as far as I could tell. Not having great experience at such occasions, I get a
bit anxious that everything goes smoothly, and thanks to the support that I
had, it did.
Our new treasurer André handled the financial report superbly and it’s a great comfort knowing that we are in
good hands. The only queries raised (that I can recall) were
The expense incurred on the payment of the lunches for the British Sports Car Tour (BSCT) - this was balanced by the income received by the participants resulting in a small over-recovery.
The contribution made to 4 participants who attended the National gathering (BGM) – this was to partly cover
petrol costs and paid out of a reserve raised by the former committee at the previous BGM. This reserve of
which only a portion was used, does not comprise any monies from member’s subs.
I mention the above purely in case my explanation on the day did not come across clearly.
The voting for your committee didn’t come up with any new candidates so remains as Chairman Graham
Goetze
Treasurer André Bredenkamp
Secretary vacant
Events Eddie Hughes
Clubhouse Daan Barkhuizen
Back-up Peter Lloyd
Editor Jamie Hart
I’m very happy with this selection (apart from moi and the lack of a Secretary of course), but I couldn’t wish
for a better back-up team.
Graham Goetzee
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Article from www.hagerty.com—Submitted by Dennis Cook
According to Triumph, the 1975 TR7 was supposed to be “the shape of things to come,” but it wound up
being the shape of a tanking company. But how? A radical departure from the old-fashioned but well-liked
TR6 it replaced, the TR7 looks like a wedge of cheese, its pop-up headlight doors look a lot like toilet seat
covers, and the character line on the body sides is just distracting. Legend has it that Giorgetto Giugiaro, the
designer who helped popularize wedge styling in the first place, exclaimed “My God! They’ve done the same
thing to the other side” when he first saw Triumph’s new sports car.
On top of the looks, the TR7 wasn’t built very well. And much of the time, it wasn’t even built at all. In those
dark days of late-70s British Leyland, the workforce tended to be a bit strike-happy, and labour stoppage was
regular. Triumph shut its doors not too long after the last TR7 rolled off the line in October 1981, and ever
since the TR7 has been the butt of jokes and largely dismissed by traditional British sports car fans. The car’s
main appeal these days is that it offers a quirky, fun-to-drive little sports car package—for dirt cheap. But even
though the TR7 is something of a rolling punch-line, it surprised us with a Hagerty Vehicle Rating of 77, which
is up a whopping 57 points over the past year and ahead of anything else with a Triumph or MG badge.
[If you aren’t familiar with our Hagerty Vehicle Rating, it’s the result of crunching the numbers we collect from
the industry, which includes insurance quote activity and auction sales. Comparing the data to other models
allows us to rank vehicles performance in the market overall. A vehicle that’s keeping up with the market
would have an HVR of 50, and those that are outperforming the market are scored as high as 100.]
Don’t expect the TR7 to be the next big thing, however. This is mostly driven by buyer interest (measured by
insurance quote activity) rather than any big prices that we’re seeing. The number of quotes is up 25 percent
over the past year, and that’s sizable. The number being added to Hagerty policies is also ahead of the rest of
the market. Other than those two metrics, however, it’s not all coming up roses for the TR7.
Condition #2 (Excellent) prices saw a 10-percent bump in May 2017 and a 6-percent increase in September
but have been flat ever since, including with our latest update in January. And even though buyer interest is
up, it’s mainly up among older enthusiasts. Two-thirds of TR7 quotes are coming from Baby Boomers and
older, even though those groups make up only half of the quotes overall. Gen-X and Millennial buyers,
meanwhile, are somewhat indifferent to British sports cars in their buying habits, and that translates to the
TR7 as well.
As for auctions, we just don’t see a ton of TR7s cross the block. In fact, only two of them made it to auction
last year, and both sold for below their average value. An absolutely mint 1000-mile convertible sold for a
whopping $24,200 in Scottsdale two years ago, but that sale was something of a fluke and you’d be hardpressed to find a TR7 selling for more than $15K. Most of them out there are asking less than 10.
There are a few reasons why TR7s are unlikely to catch on despite some encouraging numbers. One is that
they aren’t exactly rare. Despite its flaws, the TR7 handles well, is a lot more refined than its predecessors
and was competitively priced in its day, so Triumph sold over 100,000 of them. Another is build quality and
reliability (or lack thereof). Even though things got better as production moved from Liverpool to Coventry and
finally to Solihull, TR7 quality was never excellent.
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KNYSNA MOTOR SHOW + HILL CLIMB ACCOMODATION IN KNYSNA
1 X DOUBLE BEDROOM AND SHOWER @ R200.00 P/P without breakfast
1 X SINGLE BED WITH SHARED FULL BATHROOM @ R180.00 P/P without breakfast
Breakfast on request additional – Use of deck and fridge available
Contact: Jon Lewis - Wendy 060 933 5106

Neil Cameron of Cape Town is selling some motoring books as he scales down.
A list of the books is attached with prices.
These books are available from Eddie Hughes - eddiehughes@telkomsa.net
Please let him know if you want any.
Eddie will be bringing books with him to the Knysna show so if you are upcountry I can receive them for
you and post them for you for R100 by Aramex.—From Dennis Cook
Below is a list of the books.
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By Dennis Cook
I was recently given a couple of photo albums by one Doug Drysdale, now retired in Cape Town’s deep south,
who was a member of the then TR register in Durban during 1977/78; together with a few old Sabrina’s from
the same period- typewritten and run off on a wax duplicator as we used to do. Perhaps our President will
remember Doug from that time? Let me take you on a nostalgic journey to be able to appreciate what is
meant when we oldies talk about “the good old days”.
Photos taken during a number of the Club’s runs showed that the members were then young and slim- the
guys with long hair and beards; the girls pretty and slender. Some guys still wore shirts with neckties to the
noggins! From the photographs it is apparent that most of the member’s sidescreen cars were well used,
missing front bumpers and sporting a few dings here and there. From these Sabrina’s it appears that having
rebuilt a TR3 was something out of the ordinary, although mention is made of the TR3 that had just been
rebuilt by (the late) Chris Ferreira, who many will remember. There was the odd TR4, one or two TR6’s that
were then quite new and even a TR7 Coupe; of which very little favourable could apparently be said. I am
including a period photo of a 1977 run where the members are taking a lunch break.
It is evident from letters to the Editor that members with TR6’s were
already struggling with the Lucas Petrol injection system. The
February 1977 edition of Sabrina has a good article on the PI system
and specifically maintenance of the fuel pump that I might include in
a future edition.
Members who campaigned their TR’s at Roy Hesketh circuit at that
time included Graham Cheetham (TR3A), John Dobbins (TR3A), and
John Moore (TR3A), Doug Drysdale (in a Mini) and several others
whose names may have been forgotten.
Membership of the Register was R2,00 per annum with a joining fee of R0.50 (payable by Postal Order or
cheque -lol ). John Moore was the then Chairman and Graham Cheetham the secretary (also Registrar, Regalia and events organiser). Older hands will know that Graham was the driving force behind the formation of
the TR Register and its evolving into the TSCC that it became. Although small in stature, and plagued by
health problems, Graham was a human dynamo with seemingly unlimited energy.
I am attaching a couple of pics of Graham taken some 40 odd years ago, as he
should be remembered for the important role that he played in our Club.

Graham Cheetham

Spares were being imported from Cox and Buckles and made available to members; and items then listed
included Front Bumper TR2/3 at R35.00 each; TR3A grille at R12.00 and rear quarter panels at R35.00
each. Club T shirts, of what was said to be an improved quality, were available at R3.00 each. Members cars
listed for sale in November 1976 included a TR3A that had been fully restored with the price reduced to
R1,000 and a Spitfire in good running order for “about” R450, while a good TR4A that had undergone both
engine and gearbox overhaul was going for “best offer over R2,000”.
The first AGM was planned for April 1977 at a guest farm in Nottingham Road where the cost of the weekend
from Friday evening dinner to Sunday lunch, all meals included, was R13 for a room without bath and R15
for a room with bath.
Of course, one has to put these in perspective- Petrol cost less than R1,50 a litre and a Middle Manager salary was about R1,000 per month. Will our younger members look back one day on 2018 and remark about
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Reprinted from: South African Motor, May 1973.
There is a simple method of achieving the right state of mind for driving in Italy. Before you start your car for
the first time, sit in the driver’s seat, hold the steering wheel and think the following: I am the only driver on
the road and mine is the only car. It may be hard to believe, especially after you have seen the rush hour
traffic in Rome or Milan, but millions of Italian drivers believe it and so can you. An Italian driver’s reaction to
an encounter with another vehicle is, first stunned disbelief and then outrage. You don’t have a chance
unless you can match this faith. It isn’t enough to say you are the only driver or to think it – you’ve got to
believe it! Remember, your car is The Car – and all others are, aberrations in the divine scheme.
In Italy, as elsewhere, there are laws about stop streets, maximum permissible speeds, which side of the
street you can drive on and so forth. In Italy, however, these laws exist only as tests of character and
self-esteem. Stopping at a stop sign, for example, is prima facie evidence that the driver is, if male, a
cuckold, or if female, frigid and barren. Contrarily, driving through a stop sign is proof not only that you are
virile or fertile, but that you are a Person of Consequence. This is why the Italian driver who gets a ticket goes
red in the face, swears, wrings his hands and beats his forehead with his fists and this is why people come
out of nearby shops to snigger and point at him. It isn’t the fine, which is ridiculously low. Nor the inconvenience, for most offences you simply pay the cop and he gives you a receipt. But the implication that he is, after all, not quite important enough to drive the wrong way down a one-way street. Remember therefore: signs,
laws and the commands of the traffic policeman are for the lowly and mean-spirited. Every Italian’s dearest
desire is to be an exception to the rule – any rule. The only place he can do it regularly is in his car.
The basic rule of driving in Italian cities is: force your car as far as it will go into any opening in the traffic. It is
this rule which produces the famous Sicilian Four-Way Deadlock. Study suggests that the Deadlock, Sicilian
or Degenerate, can be broken if any one of the cars backs up. That brings us to another important point
about Italian city driving: you can’t back up. You can’t back up because there is another car right behind you.
If you could back up, and did, you would become an object of ridicule, for backing up breaks the basic driving
rule and suggests a want of style.
The impossibility of backing up accounts for some of the difficulty you will have parking. Aside from the fact
that there isn’t anywhere to park, you will find that when you try to parallel park by stopping just beyond the
vacant space and backing into it, you can’t because that fellow is still right behind you, blowing his horn
impatiently. You point at the parking space, make gestures indicating that you only want to park. He blows his
horn. You can give up and drive on, or you can get out and go back and try to get him to let you park. This you
do by shouting Personal Abuse into the window of his car. One of three things will happen: He may stare
sullenly straight ahead and go on blowing his horn (if this happens you’re whipped, for no foreigner can
out-sulk an Italian driver); he may shout Personal Abuse back at you; he may, especially in Southern cities
like Naples and Palermo where honour is all important, get out of his car and kill you, subsequently pleading
delitto d’onore (crime of honour) which automatically wins in Southern Italian courts. The parking problem
created by the backing up problem creates the Right Lane Horror. At no time, in an Italian city, should you
drive in the right lane. One reason is that Italians drive head-first into parking spaces. Thus every third or
fourth parked car has its tail end sticking out into traffic, making the right lane a narrow, winding lane.
Unfortunately, the centre lane has its hazard: the right hand lane drivers swerving in and out of the centre
lane as they steer around the sterns of half-parked and double-parked cars. (Double parked cars run one
block North of Rome and two blocks South of Rome). Italians double park only in four lane streets; in six lane
streets they triple park. Right lane driving is further complicated by the Italian style of entering from a side
street by driving halfway into the first lane of traffic and then looking.
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The way to deal with Lane Swervers and Cross Creepers is to blow your horn and to accelerate around them.
If you make a careful line stop when your lane is invaded, you not only expose your social and sexual
inadequacies, but you may never get moving again, since you also mark yourself as a weakling whom
anybody can challenge with impunity. While performing these dangerous gyrations, it is imperative to blow
your horn. The more risky the manoeuvre, the more imperatively you must hoot, for all Italian drivers accept
the axiom that anything you do while blowing your horn is sacred. (Horn blowing, incidentally, except in cases
of serious danger, is against the law in every Italian city. I mention this because you would never know it
otherwise).
The thing to remember is that one way streets in Italy are not one way. To begin with, a driver who has a block
or less to go realizes at once that when they put up the signs they were not thinking of cases like his. He
drives it the wrong way, going full throttle to get it over with quickly to prove that he really is in a terrible hurry.
More important, however, Italian one way streets always have a controsenso lane; that is, a lane for going the
wrong way. It is reserved for taxis and buses and, indeed, is always full of taxis and buses producing the Two
Way One Way Street, which in turn produces lawsuits, pedestrian fatalities and hysterical foreign drivers.
The distinctive feature of Italian cities is the piazza: a wide space entered by as many as eight streets – in
which a Bernini fountain is hidden by parked cars. Italian traffic commissioners have sensibly ordained traffic
for most of the piazzas, but the traffic circle with its minuet-like formality of movement is, to an Italian driver,
just so much exhilarating open space. You do not go round an Italian traffic circle, you go across it at high
speed, taking the shortest path from your point of entrance to your intended exit, while sounding your horn.
All Italian city driving requires (and soon produces) familiarity with the Funnel Effect. Especially in those cities
that preserve mediaeval architecture in the down-town section, which means all Italian cities, you will find
that four lane streets usually, after four or five blocks, become two lanes and then one lane street. Since
most Italian cities are force-fed with automobiles by an excellent freeway system, this produces the Funnel
Effect and the Reverse Funnel Effect.
At first glance it may appear that the Funnel Effect is more dangerous and unnerving than the Reverse
Tunnel Effect. This is not correct. True, the unwary motorist entering a Funnel may get trapped against one
side or the other and have to stay there until traffic slacks off around one or two o’clock in the morning, but
you can usually abuse your way out of this trap. It is the Reverse Funnel which produces what my insurance
company keeps referring to as “death or dismemberment” Imagine the effect of bottling a number of prideful and excitable Italian drivers and a narrow street for half a mile or more and then suddenly releasing them.
It’s like dumping out a sack of white rats. As each emerges, it tries at once to pass the car ahead of it and, if
possible two or three or more. The car ahead of it is passing the car ahead of it, and so on.
If Italian cars were even roughly of the same power, this would simply produce wild acceleration but the cars
range from 500 cubic centimetre midgets up through Formula 1 racing cars and the first hundred yards of
the Reverse Funnel, before they shake down, produces a maelstrom of screaming engines, spinning tyres,
careening springs and blaring horns.
Italian roads, just like Italian streets, change their character unexpectedly. It is not unusual to be driving on a
six lane modern asphalt highway, then to round a curve and find that you are suddenly driving on a two lane
sunken road of mud with the original Roman paving stones sticking up here and there. Most roads, however,
are something in between these extremes.
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The paramount feature of Italian highway driving is il sorpasso. The word sorpassare means both “to pass
with an automobile” and “to surpass or excel”. To sorpassare someone is to surpass him socially, morally,
sexually and politically. By the same token, to be sorpassato is to lose status, dignity and reputation. Thus, it
is not where you arrive that counts, but what (or whom) you pass on the way. The procedure is to floor you
accelerator and leave it there until you come up on something you can pass. If il sorpasso is not immediately
possible, settle in its wake at a distance of six or eight inches and blow your horn until such time as you can
pass. Passing becomes possible, in the Italian theory, whenever there is not actually a car to your immediate
left.
When an Italian driver sees the car ahead of him on the highway slow up or stop, he knows there can be but
two causes: the driver ahead has died at the wheel, or else he has suddenly and mysteriously become a
person of No Consequence, which is roughly the same ting and a fate which, in Italy, hangs over every head.
He, therefore, accelerates at once and passes it a full speed. If the driver ahead has, in fact, stopped for a
yawning spasm, the passenger is done for, but more often the diver has merely stopped for a railroad
crossing gate. The same thing, naturally, is happening to the driver on the other side of the gate and the
result is the Crossing Double Cross or Railroad Impasse.
The instant the gates go up, all four drivers obey the Law of Occupation of Empty Space and the four cars
meet in the middle of the tracks, followed closely by cars which are tailgating them. In the Four Handed
Personal Abuse which ensues, the drivers of the two right lane cars usually team up against the drivers of the
two left lane cars, but this is by no means a rule. Sometimes the three in the more expensive cars team up
against the one in the cheapest car and sometimes all four fall on the crossing guard.
It is gauche to be a pedestrian in Italy. It is bad taste. A pedestrian is a Person of No Consequence. The
Italian pedestrian feels ashamed and does everything he can to avoid acting like a pedestrian. To cross the
street on the crosswalk, for instance, would be to admit that he is a pedestrian, so he crosses in the middle
of the block, strolling slowly through the traffic. He is trying to make it clear that he is not a pedestrian at all,
but a driver who has momentarily alighted form his car. If you treat him like a pedestrian, thus drawing
attention to his shame, he will be furious. Do not look directly at him. Do not drive around him. Above all, do
not stop for him! If he challenges you to drive within four inches of his toes, drive within four inches of his
toes, as if it were not there. Of course, if you drive on his toes he will become an Injured Party, which even
outranks a Ferrari driver, and he will shout Personal Abuse and call a cop.
When you are involved in a collision (notice I do not say “if”, but “when”) you will at first wonder what you
should do. Sit tight until a cop arrives? Call the Consulate? Start bribing witnesses? Don’t worry. The
aftermath of l’investimento, provided there is no serious injury, is as formal as the figures of a quadrille:
simply follow your partner. First, all drivers and passengers spring from their cars, shouting Personal Abuse.
Passers-by spring from their cars. Pedestrians, hopeful of being taken for motorists, act as if they have been
principals in the crash. Stores empty as shoppers join the crowd. Invalids rise from their beds for blocks
around to totter to the scene, shouting and gesticulating. Do not be afraid of this crowd, even if you are
utterly and absolutely in the wrong.
Half of these people are on your side, simply because the other half are against you. If a priest has blamed
you, the Communists become your partisans. If a rich man should point out that you were, after all, dead
drunk and driving up the sidewalk with your eyes closed, any man with callouses on his hands will swear that
he has known you as a teetotaller for many years. All this blame and praise is unimportant, however – mere
rhetoric.
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In an Italian collision, blame has nothing to do with the actions of the drivers, but is entirely a matter of status
and virility. The driver of the newer, more expensive car, is automatically in the right. He is, in fact, and
Injured Party. Any car, naturally outranks any scooter, and any sports car outranks any family car (not
chauffeur driven). This seems simple, but can become complex. Fox example, does a brand new Fiat 600
out-rank a two year old Fiat 850? What are the odds between a ten year old Porsche and a Mercedes that
needs a washing? As if these and similar questions were not casuistry enough, the bearing and dress of the
drivers becomes an additional factor. If one driver is in a suit and tie and the other is not, he raises the rank
of his car by one grade unless the other driver is accompanied by a blonde under thirty and over five foot
seven. If one has a calling card and the other has not, the balance can shift in an instant. If both have calling
cards, it becomes a contest of titles.
Do not become distracted by all the shouting about what happened. Who cares about what happened? That’s
over. What matters is what is happening now – the contest of dignities and man-hoods. You are being
watched by hundreds of eyes alert to the slightest loss of poise. Hundreds of lips are waiting to snigger at
your retreat from savage indignation. But you can win as you stand there in you wilted dress shirt,
comprehending nothing, gruffy with cross-country driving, bilious with the change of diet, your children
shrieking in your dust covered station wagon, your wife sneering at your ineptitude – you can win! Just keep
telling yourself : I am a Person of Consequence. I AM!

Borrowed from our famous Gaulish friends!
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